a path connected semilocally simply connected Hausdorff space Y. Under these hypotheses X is locally compact and regular so we may regard homotopies of maps from Zinto Fas paths in Map (X, Y) (with the compact-open topology), and every such path may be regarded as a homotopy [4, pp. 159-160] . We will assume that A is a class of ordered pairs of paths in Map (X, Y) that is closed under pairwise partitioning and multiplication, i.e., if (F, G)e A then (Frs, Gf) e A for every r,se [0, 1] -where Frs(t) = F(r+t(s-r)) for each t e [0, 1] , and (F, G), (F', G') e A implies (FF', GG') e A whenever (F(l), G(1))=(F'(0), G'(0)). The constant path at a point x will be denoted by x. We assume that the constant pair (fi, g) e A. If C is a path, then [C] denotes the set of all paths that are fixed-endpoint homotopic to C [4, p. 175] . For paths Fin Map (X, Y) and C in X, let <F, C> be the path in F defined by <F, C> (t)=F(t)(C(t))-so that, in particular, /° C=</, C>. The . The / g-equivalence is an equivalence relation on T(f, g); the set of these equivalence classes is denoted by f (/ g). An F, G-relation induces a one-to-one relation from f (F(0), G(0))into f(F(l), G(l)),ae f (F(0), G(0))isF, G-related to a' e f (F(l), G(l)) iff x-F, G-*■x' for at least one (and hence every) xea and x' ea'. In this case we also write a-F, G-> a'. A class a e f (/ g) is A-essential iff whenever (F, G)eA and (F(0), G(0)) = (/ g), there is an a' e f (F(l), G(l)) such that a-F, G -> a'. An F, G-relation, (F, G) e A, then defines a one-to-one function from the A-essential elements of f (F(0), G(0)) onto those of f (F(l), G(l)). The number of A-essential elements of f (/ g) is the A-Nielsen number off and g and is denoted by N(f, g, A) . N(f g, A) is finite and A(F(0), G(0), A) = A(F(1), G(l), A) for every (F, G) £ A.
Throughout this paper we assume that N(f, g, A) > 0, choose a A-essential a0 e f(/ g), a coincidence x0 e a0, and base the fundamental groups of Zand Fat x0 and yo=f(x0)=g(xo) respectively. These groups are denoted by -n(X) and w(F); /#, g# : it(X) ->■ 7r( F) are the homomorphisms induced by/and g. Two elements a,ßetr( Y) are said to be/ g-congruent (write a ~Bß if there is a y e w(A') such that f#(y)a=ßg#(y). The relation/ g-congruence is an equivalence relation on tt(Y); the / g-congruence class containing a e 77(F) is denoted by aB; the set of such classes is denoted by tt(Y)JR; the number of such classes is denoted by R(f, g) and is called the Reidemeister number off and g. If 77(F) is abelian, then -n(Y)jR is simply the cokernel of /#-g#(77(F)/image(/#-g#)), where (/#-g#)(y)=/#(y)-g#(y). There is a one-to-one function ci : f(/ g) -> 77(F)//? defined as follows: for a e f(/ g) let C be a path in X from x0 to an x e a. The path (/° C)(g ° C)"1 represents an element [(f° C)(g ° C)"1] e -n(Y) whose / g-congruence class [(/° C)(g ° C)~1]R is independent of the choice of x e a and the path C from x0 to x. Let cf>(a) =
Note that, since <f> is one-to-one, then N(f,g,A)
tiR(f,g).
We will let A' denote the set of all pairs (F, G) e A such that Fis a loop at/and G is a loop atg. If (F, G) Throughout the rest of the paper we will assume that oe is a A-index with values in an abelian group A. If a e f (/ g), then (f,g,a)
is A-admissible. Moreover, w(F(0), G(0), a) = co(F(\), G(l), a') whenever (F,6)eA and a-F,G-*a'. If a e f(/ g) and oi(f g,a)^0e A, then a is A-essential. Examples of A are the following: Ax(X, F)-the class of all pairs (F, G) of paths Fand G in Map (X, Y); \2(X, Y, y0)-the class of all pairs (F, G) e A^X, F) such that G(/)(x)=>>0 for all 7 g [0, 1] and all x e X; and A3(X)-the class of all pairs (F, G) e A^X, X) such that G(t)(x) = x for all 7 e [0, 1] and all x e X. We will denote these classes by Al5 A2, and A3 respectively. Ax is appropriate for studying coincidences of/and g when both/and g are arbitrary ; A2 may be used for studying roots of the equation f(x)=y0 for an arbitrary map/: X-»-Y; A3 is for studying fixed points of an arbitrary map/: X -^ X. In these three cases, we have T(f g, Aj) The following theorem establishes the connection between the structures we have built on V(f, g) and -n(Y)¡R. We refer to the one-to-one function <f> of the previous section. Theorem 2. <f>(aj)^(<f>(a))j for each a e f (/ g), and <t>(aJ) = (4>(a))] when a is A-essential.
Proof. To prove the inclusion suppose a, a' e F(f, g) and a ~, a'. We must show that <f>(a) ~j <f>(a'). Since a ~7 a', there is a path D in A'from an x in a to an x' e a' suppose a e f(/, g) is A-essential, and aR ~} <f>(a) for some a e tt(Y). We must show that a e <f>(a') for some a' e f (/, g). Let C be a path in X from x0 to an x e a, so 
Now a is A-essential and is therefore F, G related to an a' e f (f, g). Let F be a path from x to an x' e a' such that From Proposition 2 it follows that a is A-essential for each a e a0J. Thus Card a0J = N(f> g, A). Theorem 1 therefore follows from Proposition 6. We now turn to divisibility results. , g, A) ) => ceB/, suppose that a'R e aRJ for some a' e 7r( Y). We must show that oî'r = '^(tr) for some t' e T(f, g, A). Since ceB ~t ceB, a' ~7 ce, so that there is a loop C in Z at x0 and a pair ( so it suffices to show that Card {a' e a, \ co(f g, a) = ¿¡} is divisible by J(f,g, A) whenever aeV(fg) and ¿¡ e A, f/0. By Proposition 2, co(fi g,a') = co(f,g, a) for every a' e a¡, hence Card {a' e a} \ co(f g, a) = i} is either 0 or Card a,. Of course, 0 is divisible by J(f,g, A). In the second case cü(f,g,a) = £^=0 so a is A-essential, hence, by Theorem 2, Card a,=Card </>(a)j=J(f, g, A), which completes the proof of 3. Finally, by additivity of w we have -(/ g, x) = 2 «>(/. g> «) = 2 (Card fae íU s) i «(/; ^> «) = ö) ■ í, which together with 3 proves 4.
knowledge of the cohomology homomorphisms induced by / and g. In the remaining case, where A = Aj and Y is not a manifold, nothing is known. For R(f, g), the computation problem is purely algebraic. The extent of the difficulty depends upon how complicated 7t( F) is. The complete determination of T(f, g, A) seems quite difficult. Fortunately, (2) and (4) only require that we find a single element in T(f, g, A) that is not Reidemeister equivalent to the unit; the results of [1] suggest that this is a much easier problem. For the application of (1), we can only observe that the identification of any nontrivial subset of T(f, g, A) will produce a nontrivial lower bound for the number of solutions of/(x)=g(x).
